Novel method of using dynamic electrical impedance signals for noninvasive diagnosis of knee osteoarthritis.
Osteoarthritis (OA) of knee is the most commonly occurring non-fatal irreversible disease, mainly in the elderly population and particularly in female. Various invasive and non-invasive methods are reported for the diagnosis of this articular cartilage pathology. Well known techniques such as X-ray, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, arthroscopy and arthrography are having their disadvantages, and diagnosis of OA in early stages with simple effective noninvasive method is still a biomedical engineering problem. Analyzing knee joint noninvasive signals around knee might give simple solution for diagnosis of knee OA. We used electrical impedance data from knees to compare normal and osteoarthritic subjects during the most common dynamic conditions of the knee, i.e. walking and knee swing. It was found that there is substantial difference in the properties of the walking cycle (WC) and knee swing cycle (KS) signals. In experiments on 90 pathological (combined for KS and WC signals) and 72 normal signals (combined), suitable features were drawn. Then signals were used to classify as normal or pathological. Artificial multilayer feed forward neural network was trained using back propagation algorithm for the classification. On a training data set of 54 signals for KS signals, the classification efficiency for a test set of 54 was 70.37% and 85.19% with and without normalization respectively wrt base impedance. Similarly, the training set of 27 WC signals and test set of 27 signals resulted in 77.78% and 66.67% classification efficiency. The results indicate that dynamic electrical impedance signals have potential to be used as a novel method for noninvasive diagnosis of knee OA.